A simple argument based on current algebra is given to show how monopoles can lead to baryon decay and other flavor-changing processes.
PACS numbers: 14.80. Hv, 13.30.Ce The recent papers by Bubakov, ' Callan, ' and Wilczek' suggest the possibility that monopoles can catalyze baryon number nonconservation and in particular proton decay. The proton is expected to decay typically at strong-interaction rates. However, since the calculations are fairly long and involved, a number of questions have remained unclear. ln this paper I construct a simple argument based on current algebra to show how this effect may take place.
We shall consider quantum electrodynamics with Dirae-type monopoles. The structure of grand unification is not relevant to the discussion. The fermion sector will have the proton and the electron. The Lagrangian is Z = --' , E""E", -P[y (9 -zeA)+m~]P -e[y~(9 -zeA) +m, ]e, E",=B"&, -9 A".
The electric, axial, and baryon currents are defined by J&~= ie(py& p+ey&e), J"' =z(py&y, p+ey&y, e), Jrr i py& p. --
The starting point is the mell-known result that the naive algebra of these currents is modified by
anomalies. The modified current algebra is4 is the counter term, the seagull for T*(J"J, ') is where G'(n) is the axial anomaly, viz.
6AG'(n ) denotes the variation in G'(n) under gauge transformation by~. The right-hand side of Eq.
(li) vanishes in the usual (no monopole) sector but is nonzero with monopoles.
The first result is that the axial anomaly has a term proportional to &,E,"which is not gauge invariant. From Eq. (10) or by integrating Eq.
(11) one can see that this is of the form A"B, i,".
The vector current equation (6) (11) and (13), what we get would be (10) by n(y)B"AQ) and integrate over x andy. This redefinition of the current is natural since with the counterterm (16), it is S"~which couples to A".
We can interpret these as follows. When particles come in and scatter off the condensate around the monopoles, there can be charge changing" processes which deposit charge on the core of the monopole. The extra term in Eq. (20) measures this charge. The action (16) measures This produces the vector current anomaly B "J"= (ie2/m2)B, 9 (B "E""). Consider now the algebra of baryon current (4). Proceeding exactly as in the case of the electric current, we get the relation 6, G'(q) -6"G (e) = (ie/2~') ) &"e3, qI'""d'x. (21) 3"J"'=(ie/ 2~') 8, 9(8"P ""). (22) We could define a conserved current in this case also but it is not very natural since there are no gauge fields associated with baryon number. There is no action like (16) For a point monopole 3 "4"-3,9 (r =0)6'(x).
The nonconservation occurs at the site of the monopole and it is crucial to have 8,9(r =0) OO.
The explicit calculation shows the same pattern. 
